What are Northern media outlets doing to engage and represent Indigenous communities? How can they do better?

DECOLONIZING THE MEDIA, YELLOWKNIFE 2018

We want to hear from you!

Join us for an evening of discussion and reflection with Northern media representatives. Together, we will understand 'where the media got it wrong' and how to create better ways of reporting in the North.

Participate in person or on our Facebook Live stream with CBC North.

DATE: THURSDAY NOVEMBER 22, 2018
TIME: 7:00 - 9:00 P.M (MST)
PLACE: NORTHERN UNITED PLACE, YELLOWKNIFE NWT.

CONTACT:
DECOLONIZINGMEDIA2018@GMAIL.COM
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/CBCNORTH

This event is hosted by Dechinta Centre for Research and the W. Maurice Young Centre for Applied Ethics at The University of British Columbia.